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PERMISSION STATEMENT
Title of Thesis: Rose-Marie Hick (Drac) : A Photographic
Documentation
I, Susan Myers, hereby grant permission to the Wallace
Memorial Library, of the Rochester Institute of Technology, to
reproduce my thesis in whole or in part, providing full credit






To photographically document the personality and lifestyle
of Rose-Marie Hick, a regional personality.
BACKGROUND :
During a class field trip to Mount Hope Cemetery in the
fall of 1985 I had my first encounter with Rose-Marie
("Dracula") Hicks as she walked past the class. Later, during a
re-shoot in the cemetery, I again saw her, made contact and
began a personal and photographic relationship.
I discovered an opportunity to exploit my interest in
portraiture and documentary work. This interest had been
stimulated by viewing the works of Mary Ellen Marks and Diane
Arbus .
PROCEDURE :
I have already received model releases from Rose-Marie
Hicks and individuals closely associated with her: Fran Johnson
and Michael Stratton. In addition I have over a hundred 4x5
negatives, several rolls of 35mm and 120 film, plus video tape
on this subject matter which I am editing and printing. I will
continue to photograph Rose-Marie with each of these different
formats until a comprehensive document has been accomplished.
In addition to my photographic diary of events, a written
-journal of my feelings and those of
others involved with Rose
will be kept.
A personal investigation of her background will be achieved
through visits to places in her past and interviews with people
associated with her.
The last step in my research will be to carry out a library
search on the history of photographers who have done documentary
studies of people whom have not been accepted by "normal
society". Most of my library research will not begin until the
majority of the photographic work has been accomplished, so as
not to tarnish my own approach and interest in my subject.
Lastly, after having done my photographic work and research, it
is hoped that I will have a better understanding of Rose-Marie
and perhaps of myself as a photographer.
The thesis show will be an accumulative multi-format
presentation using black-and-white photographs, color
photographs, videotape, written words, and three-dimensional
artifacts belonging to Rose-Marie. This will be followed by a
thesis sharing while the show is still in progress. For the
written requirement I shall present a history of the thesis, its
progress and faults. Another section of the written thesis will
be an analysis of what I have learned in retrospect with the new
addition of my library research. At this point I aspire to have
the approval of all my board members and the achievement of a




My thesis project was the photographic investigation of an
eccentric local figure, Rose-Marie Hicks. This project evolved,
after many intervening steps, into an exhibition titled,
"Rose-Marie Hicks (Drac): A Documentation".
The first step in producing this documentation was to
introduce myself to Rose-Marie, and to establish a workable
photographic relationship. Using polaroids, I opened up a trust
between us. For me, there was a model, an education into a
lifestyle new to me, and, for Rose-Marie, there was
companionship and polaroid pictures of herself.
Once I began shooting, the equipment I used was a Calumet
4x5 view camera, and a variety of lenses. The film used was
Kodak Tri-X. While I was photographing Rose-Marie with the
camera, I decided to use a new medium for me, video-tape. It
was during the video taping sessions with Rose-Marie, sessions
which sometimes ran into the small hours of the morning, that I
began to learn more about her background. So, while the quality
of the work done with the video camera was not of a standard I
felt comfortable showing in public, it did provide me with
knowledge of, and intimacy with, my subject.
It was while viewing some video tape of Rose-Marie, after
looking at the black and white photographs that I had taken of
her, that my thesis board chairman, Charles Werberig, suggested
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that I switch to color film. On the video tape, he could see
the bright red lining of the cape that was part of Rose-Marie's
Count Dracula costume. This detail in costuming accented her
eccentricity. We agreed that the disparity between her
environment and her individuality would be enhanced by this use
of color. Believing that the use of color film would also help
to dispel the romantic quality that my black and white images
gave Rose-Marie, and more honestly reflect the way I was
beginning to view her, I switched.
I was not at a point where I wanted to use a camera that
would give me more freedom to travel and watch Rose-Marie during
her daily outings, while still retaining the luxury of a larger
negative quality. With this in mind, I purchased a Mamiya 220.
The more I knew Rose-Marie, the less romantic and more realistic
my mental image of her became. I wanted the photographs to
share and reflect the same direct qualities I was finding in
her. One way, in which I accomplished this, was with the use of
a strong direct flash which accented her and gave clearer,
harsher images. The rest of my photo sessions with Rose-Marie
were filmed in color with only the occasional use of the view
camera. With the two and a quarter camera, I concentrated
mostly on emotional content.
Throughout these photo sessions I was learning more and
more about Rose-Marie. Following her around, I was meeting her
friends and experiencing her lifestyle. I travelled with
Rose-Marie to Naples, New York, where she had lived with her now
deceased husband. I met and spoke with the people who had been
her neighbors, gathering yet more information on her. Through
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stories these people shared, and those Rose-Marie told me
herself, I was getting a more complete picture of who Rose-Marie
Hicks really was, and that was the person I wanted to portray.
The shooting began in September of 1985. In April of 1986,
the members of my thesis board suggested that I stop
photographing. There were sufficient photographs completed and
it was now time to edit them. The editing was completed over
the course of several meetings at the North Light Studio at
R.I.T. After eliminating some, and pairing other photos, I was
left with the essential images that would have to be worked upon
to make the final prints. Even though I had decided to stop
shooting, I found it necessary to add a little more. Rose-Marie
had created another Dracula costume and I believed it expressed
her creativity to the point, that, to exclude it from the show,
would have been dishonest.
It was also at this point that I realized how much I wanted
people to understand Rose-Marie better, and how unsure I was
that the photographs alone were sufficient. Since the substance
of my photographs was personal and intimate, perhaps they would
be enhanced by showing them in an environment which also
contained some of Rose-Marie's personal items. At this time,
Rose-Marie was going through a series of stays and evictions in
many local "hotels"- Her belongings were stored all over
Rochester in places where she had lived. Some things were being
stored by her friend, Fran Johnson. It was with Fran's
permission that I added Rose-Marie's toys to the exhibit. I
also included a sign that Rose-Marie had written when being
removed by the police to the Rochester Psychiatric Center.
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While the inclusion of her toys brought more of
Rose-Marie's essence to the exhibit, there was still an
element
missing. I really wanted the audience to have more empathy with
her evolutionary situation. I was concerned that some people
who were not visually sophisticated would not grasp the
material. To clarify Rose-Marie's life, I added a text to
accompany the photographs. The text was structured to relate
directly to the sequence of photographs in the gallery. After
discussing the visual presentation of the text with Charles
Werberig, I decided to use a type of drawing paper that could
have come from one of Rose-Marie's sketch pads, again, accenting
the show as a representation of all that is Rose-Marie. The
story was handwritten to remain consistent with the primitive
nature of Rose-Marie's toys and lifestyle. Originally, I had
hoped to have the writing placed directly with the images, but
there was not enough space. Unfortunately the gallery was being
shared with another student, requiring further editing. Some
images could not be used and others had to be stacked, again due
to the confines of space. I rewrote the text on full sheets of
paper with the photographs referred to in the text immediately
following each sheet. With much help, the exhibit was finally




When I first met Rose-Marie, I found her fascinating.
Never before had I met someone quite like her. She was a great
story teller and kept me intrigued. A combination of curiosity
and sympathy kept me photographing her.
She said that she had spent most of her life in
institutions, and unwanted by her real parents. She claimed to
have been sterilized against her will as well as having suffered
a frontal lobotomy. If this were not enough, there were tales
of her beloved pets being taken from her and possessions stolen
from her. She also referred to an estate she was deprived of.
These stories piqued my interest, expanding it from merely
wanting to photograph her, to wanting to know and understand her
better.
I had, and have, no understanding of her mental health
problems, but as time progressed, some of the stories I had
heard and could not believe, were shown to have some threads of
truth in them. Some were even reoccurring. While I knew her,
she was arrested, and lost her pets just as she had indicated.
A part of me was shocked. What of equal rights under the law!
How could someone be stripped of their belongings? This was a
lifestyle I was not familiar with. Yet it exists, side by side
with our normal lives in the same towns and cities. Maybe it
was time to bring this other world to the surface, make it
visible.
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Other artists and photographers have been interested in
worlds thought by most to be forbidden or wrong. Some artists
have used the mentally ill, a part of the forbidden world, as
their subjects. The belief was that they were touched, and
closest to God. El Greco painted the people from the local
insane asylum, using their faces to represent the saints he
was
commissioned to paint on the church walls. Other artists were
progressively going crazy, like Van Gough. He ate his own
paints, poisoning himself with the lead. Then there was
Diane
Arbus, who felt a ying yang existence with the mentally ill,
photographing the ill to make them appear normal while
"regular"
people were shown as secretly hiding that they were disturbed.
I found myself agreeing with the philosophy expressed by J. Ross
Baughman, in his book Forbidden Images. He said, "I came to
understand that these subjects are living taboos. These are
uncomfortable visions because the subjects are ripped from the
mainstream. We hate to see it happening. If mainstream society
could stare at these pictures for a moment, the secret would be
let out - forbidden images would no longer be forbidden."
Maybe this "moment of staring" could work for Rose-Marie.
She is just one of the many unsupervised mentally handicapped in
our society. People whom society shuns and hopes will go away.
People our society has really not made a place for, so that
wherever they are, they don't really belong, don't really
"fit". Rose-Marie is one of these, one of the people society
would like to pretend just don't exist. It is easier if they
don't exist because their existence is awkward, embarrassing,
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and a little frightening. Like the refuse piles that litter our
landscapes, these people are considered a "removal
problem".
Human refuse that no one wants to claim responsibility for.
I found Rose-Marie hard to deal with and at times
endearing. Through my photographs, I hoped to show
the humanity
of Rose-Marie, rather than to type cast her as a schizophrenic.
At the same time I did not want to hide the realities of her
condition and situation, such as the space she lived in, the way
she kept herself, or the way she shifts moods constantly. I
wanted to share my admiration for her creativity in my
photographs. She can make a drawing with make-up, or create a
pond out of a bathroom. Her ability to sew and create costumes
from odds and ends is fantastic. She has the capacity to create
her own art in objects and from things that you and I might
never consider. She is an innovator, inventor, creator, and
sometimes her only crime is that her creations are not
commonplace. Many of her pleasures are the same ones you and I
share. She likes to go shopping, she goes to festivals and
parks like anyone else. Chinese food is her favorite. And her
pets are her family. In many ways she is normal.
Unfortunately, she will take some normal actions to extremes and
create a threat to herself or others. For example, while it is
normal to want to have a cat, it is unrealistic to have ten
cats, three dogs, three pigeons, two doves, and a hen with no
money to properly feed or care for them.
These and other deviations from
"normal" behavior make
Rose-Marie "different". And
"different" is feared. It's feared
because it's unfamiliar, unknown. Society hides this fear
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behind a show of jeering, or even anger directed at those who
are different at times. Many of us call this kind of fear
prejudice. In some cases, like Rose-Marie's, people tend to
hide their fear behind indifference or selective blindness. The
kind of blindness some people affect when they walk past a
beggar or cripple. "If you don't see it, it's not there, it's
not
real." Since they refuse to see her, she will never become
familiar to them, she will remain
"different"
and remain feared.
It is my hope that through photographs, society will take
the opportunity to
"see"
Rose-Marie without fear of her looking
back, without making eye contact. To allow her lifestyle to
become familiar to people through these photographs and form
them to see all aspects of her. For people to have an
opportunity to recognize their fear of her and face it. To
question it, look at it and maybe even begin to lose it. In
going over the comments made at the exhibit, the words: "scary,
haunted, uncomfortable, strange, and
disturbed"
were used to
express people's feelings. By realizing that these pictures
make them uncomfortable, I can only hope that these people are
on the first step towards recognizing Rose-Marie as a person.
Hopefully, my pictures have rendered Rose-Marie visible to
society. And hopefully, the uncomfortable feeling will
eventually be replaced with the knowledge that, after all,
Rose-Marie is just another person as we all are.
I have learned from Rose-Marie to be thankful for all the
kindnesses I have experienced in the world as well as my good
fortune to have been born healthy and into a loving family. I
have also seen how one person can survive and find comfort in
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creations made from what appears to be a bleak environment. Art
is a statement about life. Rose-Marie's art is a statement of
the human soul, trying to find beauty in an alien landscape. My
photographs of Rose-Marie, though not classical in design, are
art, as statements about her life. She's real and she's human
and she is definitely not something shameful to be hidden away.
Knowing Rose-Marie has taught me a lesson about art and life.
I've come to realize that there can be art in all aspects of
life, and that living is an art in itself.
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THE SHARING REPORT
After my thesis showing, I continued to learn from both
the
sharing as well as from the comments that individuals gave to
me.
During the sharing, some improvements were suggested,
photographs were highlighted, and audience response was taken
into account.
I invited other people besides students in the M.F.A.
program and R.I.T. community to attend. Among those I invited
and thought would have an interest in my work was Wendy.- a
portrait painter from Peddlers Village, who knew Rose-Marie; and
a weaver from the art department who was also a psychiatric
nurse .
During the sharing there was discussion as to why I chose
not to use the video tape. It was suggested that perhaps it
could have been re-edited with blank silent spots making it more
of an accumulation of thoughts about Rose-Marie than a regular
story line tape. It was an interesting thought, but the
majority belief was that the information on the walls was what
was essential and that the video tape would only distract from
and not enhance the show.
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Judy Levy suggested that the show may have worked better
if
it began on the right of the entrance instead of the left.
While this usually is the way people approach the gallery,
I
believed that if I arranged things that way I would have lost
the intimate corner in the beginning used for a series of black
and white photographs which I believed helped grab the attention
of the audience.
The discussion then included individual images. I was
pleased that the psychiatric nurse related to the reality of the
images of Rose-Marie in her extreme state of screaming. The
psychological implications of the color red in the photographs
as the color of anger was noted. It was found throughout her
environment and in most of her clothing and costumes. When I
was asked if Rose-Marie minded being photographed and if the way
she acted was just for the camera, Wendy, who saw Rose-Marie day
in and day out around the Peddlers Village, answered. She said
that the photographs were really reflections of how Rose-Marie
acted daily with or without a camera. Wendy then added that my
being with Rose-Marie was not an invasion of her privacy but
that she seemed to enjoy the company.
Edward Kinney asked if I would respond to one of the
comments on my comment sheet about my responsibilities toward
Rose-Marie once I finished photographing her. I see my
responsibility as a documentary photographer to tell the story
of Rose-Marie as fairly as I can. It is not my responsibility
to control her or change her to satisfy me. I was never placed
in a position of personal responsibility for Rose-Marie and kept
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a distance to establish this. As part of this distancing, I did
not buy toys for Rose-Marie, as her friends did. I did not want
her to think I was becoming an intimate as that was not my
function.
Like Mary Ellen Marks, in her photography of Mother
Theresa, I believe my purpose is to document a way of life, not
do the actual healing. In my dealings with Rose-Marie I kept
this separation in mind, and I made every attempt to make
Rose-Marie aware of my attitude. In the end, I believe I have
managed to maintain a professional disinvolvement. The overall
response during the sharing was of approval and I appreciate the
support .
Some of the greatest satisfaction I experienced came upon
reading the comment sheets which were completed at the showing.
The photographs provoked emotional responses from almost
everyone. They affected people, creating feelings in them
defined as scared, empathic, startled and haunted. It is
gratifying to realize that I can communicate so directly with
others through photography. My intentions seemed to be
understood whether it was done through the use of harsh light or
a state of disequilibrium in the photographs. People were able
to recognize with Rose-Marie some of their own madness and their
instinctive fear of her. There were a few upsetting comments
also. The comment concerning the lack of candidness to capture
the essence of the insane, frightens me. I believe that for me
to be any more candid I would have to be insane also.
Overall the show was a success for me. The original
purpose of my thesis was to produce a photographic document of
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the personality and lifestyle of Rose-Marie. It was
accomplished without harming Rose-Marie or those who care for
her. To say that everything remained unchanged, however, is
incorrect. For I changed. I came to understand Rose-Marie's
plights. How, to a large degree, her life was formed not by
herself but by the lack of love in her childhood. I saw her as
a victim who continues to be victimized by a society that never
had a place for her. I believe I was able to give others an
honest look at her, and their own feelings and reactions.
Decisions, such as using a text with the photographs,
proved successful, and more people were reached. Emotions and
feelings for Rose-Marie were provoked and perhaps a little
understanding of what she is about was achieved. The thesis
experience was personally satisfying and affirming. I plan to
continue photographing the human condition to better understand
it, myself, and to communicate these feelings to others.
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TECHNICAL NOTES
1. I obtained model release forms from Rose-Marie Hicks and
Two of her closest friends, Fran Johnson and Michael
Stratton.
2. The film was exposed using a spot meter, exposing for the
shadow detail, and the developing using HC-110 at a
temperature of 72 degrees for between 4 1/2 to 5 minutes
after several tests to find the best development time. All
exposures, when possible, were taken in duplicate in order
to have a backup to adjust for, and to allow for possible
failures in development and exposure.
In addition to Kodak's Tri-X film, Polaroid Type 55
Positive/Negative film was used, which after
experimentation was given an ASA of 25. Exposure was still
based on a spot meter for shadow detail, and with a flash
meter when using strobes. This type of film was developed
using 18% Sodium Sulfite Solution. Due to the awkwardness
of using the Sodium Sulfite for soaking the negative after
shooting, I released the polaroid before going through the
rollers. In this way, processing could be done in the
controlled environment of the darkroom. Upon returning to
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the darkroom, the polaroid film was sent back into the
polaroid back and processed through its rollers. I would
then rip open the polaroid envelope, only after waiting
at
least one minute, instead of the recommended time of 20
to
30 seconds written on the envelope. Through
experimentation, I found that if I followed the
directions
and waited for only 2 0 or 3 0 seconds, the negative
would
not fully develop and part of the image would be
solarized. Waiting longer than the recommended time, on
the other hand, did not adversely affect the negative or
image. This film was used because of the beautiful levels
of grey tones it offered and the high quality of fine
grain. However, the use of this film was limited due to
the expense of the film, and the extremes needed to
compensate for the low ASA of the film. For example, the
photograph of Rose-Marie reposing on her bed with her Cat,
Rosie, required 32 flashes in order to get the depth of
field desired, since I wanted to show the quality of space
in which she liked to live. The Tri-X film was less
expensive, and gave the qualities I needed for my
photographs. Because of these considerations, I used Tri-X
as often as possible.
For color photography, I chose Kodak Vericolor III ASA 160,
which I rate at 80 ASA. In this way I could give added
exposure by opening a stop on my camera as needed. This
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procedure would result in color saturation. I chose this
particular film because of the way it rendered flesh
tones. I believed that this quality of the film would
further my photographic depiction of Rose-Marie as a
reality, a person in our society, rather than an art form,
or litter on the landscape.
4. Since color printing has so many variables, I took steps to
control the quality of the prints, to keep them all at the
same high level.
First, I made arrangements to use the same color enlarger
for all the prints. I then made sure I had an ample supply
of color paper, so that I would be using the same stock
throughout the project. Printing sessions were arranged to
last for at least ten hours, to allow the color processing
machine to be more consistent.
Prints were made based upon whether the negatives were from
the roll, or if they had been processed at the same time.
Finally, a visual effort was made to determine if the color
quality of the prints was consistent. I did this by
hanging the prints side by side in the M.F.A. Seminar Room,
so as to judge whether the color cast of the photographs
functioned as a group.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF SHOW IN PROGRESS
TRANSPARENCY LIST
1) Fang
2) Drac and Wolfie
3) Distorted Views
4) Bedroom
5) Rose the Stuffed Cat














20) Peek a Boo
21) Feather in Cap










31) Historical Drac Close-up
32) Drac Attack
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3) Distorted Views
4) Bedroom
5) Rose the Stuffed Cat





















20) Peek a Boo




25) Found Trea rt
26) Naples
27) Bob
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